Frequency Agile Radial-Shaped Varactor-Loaded Reflectarray Cell
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Abstract. An equivalent circuit approach is adopted in this paper to analyze a novel varactor loaded phasing line, specifically designed to improve the frequency agility features of reconfigurable aperture-coupled reflectarray cell, through the use of a couple of microstrip radial stubs. The proposed analysis method is fruitfully implemented to perform a fast and preliminary investigation on the improvements provided by the radial shaped phasing line in terms of frequency agility of the reflectarray unit cell. The method is adopted to compare frequency performances of radial and linear phasing line geometries, allowing to effectively demonstrate the radial line geometry contribution to the enhancement of the unit cell frequency performances.
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1. Introduction

Active reflectarrays give a promising and attractive solution for the implementation of modern reconfigurable antenna systems, being able to offer different reconfiguration functions, including beam-scanning and radiation pattern reshaping, frequency and polarization agility, strongly required by a large number of RF applications, such as radars and satellite communications. Several recent papers [1–4] demonstrate the effectiveness of reconfigurable reflectarrays in replacing mechanically moved reflectors or phased arrays, leading many other benefits strictly related to reflectarray concept, such as low profile, simpler architectures, increased efficiencies, instantaneous radar beam positioning [5], [6], and absence of mechanical vibrations. Furthermore, active reflectarrays allow to simultaneously achieve one or more reconfiguration functionalities, by simply acting at the unit cell level, to have reconfigurable elements integrated with more electronically tunable components. For example, many reflectarray configurations, among those described in [2], [3], offer polarization flexibility, frequency agility or multi-band operation through the use/integration of one or more active components, such as MEMS and PIN/varactor diodes. A dual polarized reflectarray cell loaded by two varactor pairs has been proposed in [7], while a first proof-of-concept of multi-band reflectarray has been reported in [8]. A reflectarray element based on the use of a couple of PIN-diodes and a varactor has been presented in [9], to tune the element reflection phase within a wide frequency range.

A promising and versatile reconfigurable reflectarray cell has been proposed by the authors in [10–13]. It consists of a rectangular patch aperture-coupled to a uniform microstrip line loaded by a single varactor/varicap diode. By applying a tunable reverse DC voltage across the varicap, the diode capacitance can be properly tuned in order to actively adjust the reflection phase of the single element, thus providing a dynamic control of the backscattering features relative to the elementary cell. This latter has been experimentally validated in [13], by demonstrating good beam steering as well as pattern reshaping capabilities. The above configuration has been further modified in [14], to improve the unit cell frequency performances in terms of frequency agility. In particular, by adopting a couple of radial lines to replace the linear stubs used in [13], the unit cell operational bandwidth (i.e. the frequency range within which it is possible to effectively tune the unit cell reflection phase in a quite full phase-range) is roughly tripled, thus achieving a good degree of frequency agility. Practically, the structure proposed in [14] exploits the broadband behavior of the radial line geometry [15] to extend the unit cell reconfiguration capabilities over a wider frequency range, without adding any further tunable components.

In this paper, an equivalent circuit-model approach is adopted to analyze the wider band behavior of the radial phasing line configuration [14] with respect to the linear one [13]. The adopted analysis method is fruitfully implemented to perform a fast and preliminary investigation on the improvements provided by the radial shaped varactor loaded phasing line in terms of reflectarray unit cell frequency agility. A 10 GHz test case is extensively analyzed to show the accuracy of the proposed simplified analysis approach in demonstrating the useful radial line contribution in the enhancement of the reflectarray unit cell frequency performances, at very low computational cost.
2. Operational Bandwidth Evaluation of Varactor Loaded Unit Cells

The active reflectarray unit cells assumed in this work are illustrated in Fig. 1. Both elements have been designed and proposed by the authors in some previous papers [13], [14]. In particular, the configuration depicted in Fig. 1(a) has been experimentally tested in [13], [16], while the cell illustrated in Fig. 1(b) has been proposed in [14] as an improved version of the former, to enhance the unit cell frequency performances. The basic structure, common to both cells, consists of a rectangular patch aperture-coupled to a microstrip phasing line. This is loaded by a single varactor diode, whose tunable capacitance allows to achieve a dynamic control of the phase response relative to the unit cells. In particular, as discussed in [13], [14], the stubs of each configuration (Figs. 1(a), 1(b)) are properly sized to achieve a reconfigurable coupled line that behaves like a tunable LC circuit, thus acting as a 360° phase shifter. Moreover, the patch and the slot sizes are chosen to simultaneously obtain antenna resonance condition and impedance matching between patch and coupled phasing line.

The main difference between the two considered cells lies in the phasing line geometry. As a matter of fact, the first cell depicted in Fig. 1(a) is electronically driven by a uniform microstrip line composed by two linear segments $L_s$ and $L_v$, while the second cell (Fig. 1(b)) is tuned by a phasing line consisting of two radial stubs, characterized by a 90°-aperture angle and radius respectively equal to $r_1$ and $r_2$. The results achieved in [14] demonstrate how the last phasing line configuration allows to improve the frequency performances of the unit cell, thanks to the wide-band behavior of the radial stubs. In fact, as demonstrated in [14], a radial shaped microstrip stub is typically characterized by an input impedance having slower changes versus frequency, if compared with the reactance of an equivalent linear stub.

A case study extracted from [14] is reported in the following, demonstrating radial stub potentials in designing frequency agile reflectarray cells. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison between the reflection phase curves versus frequency computed for different varactor capacitances, both for a 10 GHz-cell loaded by a radial phasing line (Fig. 1(b)) as well as for an equivalent one tuned by a linear phasing line (Fig. 1(a)). Either cells are characterized by sizes equal to 0.45$\lambda_0 \times 0.45\lambda_0$ and the layers stratification (Fig. 1(c)) reported in Tab. 1. A varactor diode having a capacitance varying from 0.2 pF up to 2 pF is considered to dynamically control the phase response of the unit cells. Both phasing lines are properly sized to achieve the following values: $L_s = 6$ mm, $L_v = 4.6$ mm (Fig. 1(a)) and $r_1 = 4.3$ mm, $r_2 = 2.7$ mm (Fig. 1(b)). The above dimensions are computed to obtain an alternate capacitive-inductive behavior in the phase of the signal reflected towards the aperture-coupled patch (Fig. 1), by varying the diode capacitance within the available tuning range (see [14] for details). Moreover, the patch and the slot sizes are chosen to simultaneously obtain the antenna resonance and the matching with the phasing line, achieving in both cases the following dimensions (Fig. 1): $L = 8.9$ mm, $W = 6.8$ mm, $L_s = 6.7$ mm, $W_s = 0.7$ mm. The above unit cells are analyzed through the use of the infinite array approach, assuming a normally incident plane wave.

The phase curves depicted in Fig. 2 show that the unit cell operational bandwidth (i.e. the frequency range within which it is possible to effectively tune the unit cell reflection phase in a full phase-range greater than 300°) increases threefold when the radial shaped phasing line is adopted instead of the classic linear one. These results confirm the possibility to design an aperture-coupled cell with a certain degree of frequency agility, through a proper shaping of the tuning line, without adding any further active components.
3. Numerical Modeling of Varactor Loaded Radial Phasing Line

As pointed out in the above paragraph, the slower frequency variations of the input impedance relative to the radial stubs, are fruitfully exploited in [14] to design a novel broadband varactor loaded phasing line, suitable to improve the frequency performances of the aperture-coupled reflectarray cell proposed in [13].

In order to better justify the above results, a preliminary numerical characterization of the adopted radial phasing line geometry is performed in this paragraph. Using the equivalent-circuit model approach adopted in [13] to analyze linear phasing line performances, which is reported under Fig. 3(a), the reflection phase behavior at section AA’, corresponding to the slot center, is evaluated through the use of the circuit model illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The line input impedance $Z_{in}$, seen by the slot (Fig. 3(b)), is computed as the series combination of the two radial stubs impedances, which in turns are computed through the adoption of the simplified numerical approach proposed in [17]. This last method models the radial microstrip line with a set of cascaded interconnections of uniform transmission lines [18] having equal incremental length $d$ and width $w_k$ fixed by the radial shape (Fig. 3(c)).

The input impedance of each radial stub is recursively calculated through the following equation:

$$Z_{in}^{(k)} = Z_{in}^{(k+1)} + \frac{j Z_{in}^{(k)} Z_{in}^{(k)} Z_{0} \tan \beta \tan \beta}{Z_{0} + j Z_{in}^{(k)} Z_{in}^{(k)} \tan \beta \tan \beta}$$

where $Z_{in}^{(k)}$ is the input impedance of the $k$th cascaded uniform transmission line; $Z_{in}^{(k+1)}$ is the load impedance of the $k$th line, that is equal to the input impedance of the $(k+1)$th section (Fig. 3(b)), while $Z_{in}$ and $\beta$ are the characteristic impedance and the phase constant of the $k$th transmission line segment, computed through the formulas reported in [19]. The recursive equation (1) is implemented starting from the line section placed at the end of each stub down to the input section having width $w_k$ (Fig. 3(c)). In particular, the initial value of the recursive equation (1) is set equal to the varactor diode impedance ($Z_{var}$), in the case of stub $r_1$, and an open-circuit load for stub $r_2$ (Fig. 3(b)).

For the sake of simplicity, the following approximations are introduced: both dielectric and conductor losses are neglected, the frequency dependence of the line segments is not considered, the fringing effect is neglected, the electrical parameters of varactor diode, including package parasitic effects, are taken into account, but its physical size is neglected.

Even if more accurate methods can be adopted to estimate the input impedance of the radial stub and perform a more accurate line sizing (e.g. the closed-form formula derived in [15]), the above simplified approach is sufficient to get a rough idea on the radial stub input behavior, giving us a fast and useful tool to demonstrate the operational principle of varactor loaded radial phasing lines, which is the main goal of this work, as well as to estimate an initial value for the radial stubs size. Furthermore, the proposed circuit model can take into account the variable capacitive load, simply by loading the $M$th line section at the end of stub $r_1$ with the varactor impedance $Z_{var}$ (Fig. 3(b)).

The above circuit model is adopted in this work to perform a preliminary analysis of the benefits offered by the radial phasing line geometry, in terms of reflection phase frequency stability, and to find out the motivations that lead to these improved frequency performances.

At this purpose, the radial phasing line is properly sized to achieve a fully tunable reflection phase at section AA’ (i.e. $arg(S_{11})$), in correspondence of the design frequency $f = 10$ GHz. The input port width $w_g$ is fixed to a value of 1.6 mm, leading to a characteristic impedance equal to $Z_0 = 40 \Omega$, when the line is printed on a substrate having $\epsilon_r = 6.15$ and thickness $h = 0.762$ mm. The diode impedance $Z_{var}$ is modeled with the equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 3. This is composed by a tunable capacitance $C_v$, varying from 0.2 up to 2 pF, a diode series resistance $R_n = 1.36 \Omega$, and package parasitic inductance/capacitance respectively equal to $L_p = 0.2$ nH and $C_p = 0.15$ pF (typical values representing the Microsemi MV31011-89 diode model).

As graphically demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5, the circuit model is firstly adopted to get out a proper sizing of the two radial branches composing the phasing line. The above mentioned figures illustrate, respectively, the reflection phase ($arg(S_{11})$) and the input reactance ($Imag(Z_{in})$) curves, computed by varying the diode capacitance from 0 up to 4 pF, for different lengths of the radial sections $r_1$ and $r_2$. For the sake of simplicity, only a significant set of curves is considered, corresponding to a couple of radial
stubs having the following lengths: \( r_1 \) equal to 6.06 mm and \( r_2 \) varying from 4.2 mm up to 5.9 mm. From the curve reported in Fig. 4, it can be observed how a proper choice of stubs radius can optimize the variation interval of the reflection phase curve, also when the capacitance tuning range is fixed by the adopted diode model (in our case it is set to \([0.2÷2]\) pF). On the other side, Figure 5 demonstrates how the alternate capacitive-inductive behavior of the impedance \( Z_{AA'} \) can be exploited to achieve a quite-full phase variation range.

Once chosen the stubs radii through the maximization of the \( S_{11} \)-phase variation range against the diode capacitance \( C_v \) (i.e. \( r_1 = 6.06 \) mm and \( r_2 = 5.9 \) mm in Fig. 4), the proposed circuit model approach is adopted to evaluate the frequency behavior of the radial phasing line response. In other words, the phase of reflection coefficient \( S_{11} \) is computed as a function of frequency, for each value of the diode capacitance \( C_v \) ranging from 0.2 pF up to 2 pF. This last analysis gives the curves depicted in Fig. 6. A phase variation range greater than 300° can be observed at all frequencies belonging to a quite large neighborhood around 10 GHz (Fig. 6), thus defining the phasing line operational range. In the same figure, it can be appreciated how the above frequency interval results to be greater than that offered by an equivalent linear phasing line (Fig. 3(a)) printed on the same substrate and characterized by \( L_v = 4.25 \) mm and \( L_s = 6.5 \) mm.

The above result can be attributed to the slower frequency variations of the input impedance \( Z_{AA'} \) as demonstrated by Fig. 7, where the comparison between some reactance curves evaluated for both phasing line configu-
rations at different $C_v$ values is reported. Furthermore, Figure 8 demonstrates how the slower frequency variations of the radial phasing line input reactance gives rise to a reflection phase curve (i.e. $\text{arg}(Z_{AA})$) with a very smooth and linear behavior within the considered frequency range, which is a measure of the wideband behavior offered by the radial geometry when applied to design a varactor-based phase tuning line. In order to validate the results achieved through the implemented circuit model, an equivalent radial shaped phasing line is simulated with a full-wave commercial code. Figure 9 shows the comparison between a set of input reactances (i.e. $\text{Imag}(Z_{AA})$) of the radial phasing line versus frequency, computed for different diode capacitance values with both considered numerical approaches. From the reactance curves depicted in Fig. 9, a strong similarity can be observed between full-wave simulations and equivalent circuit computations, thus confirming the validity of the proposed analysis method.

4. Conclusion

A wideband varactor loaded phasing line, based on the use of a couple of radial stubs, has been considered to dynamically tune the reflection phase of an aperture-coupled reflectarray cell. A simplified circuit-model approach has been adopted to perform a preliminary investigation on the improvements achievable with the radial phasing line geometry, in terms of unit cell frequency agility. The method has been fruitfully adopted to demonstrate and justify the wider band performances of radial geometry with respect to the classical linear one, when applied to design a varactor-based phase tuning line. The results achieved for a 10 GHz unit cell demonstrate the possibility to design a frequency agile unit cell, through a proper shaping of the active tuning line, without adding any further active components, so limiting DC-biasing network complexity.
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